
An ecstatically received Chilean drama – Gloria follows the 

eponymous Gloria (Paulina Garcia), a 58 year old divorcee, whose 

kids have grown up and left home. Gloria finds that her life is her 

own again and is determined not to remain alone, and to find 

someone new. She meets Rodolfo, also a divorcee, though 

markedly less independent than Gloria, at a nightclub; and their at 

first blossoming, and then faltering, relationship, forms the basis of 

the film. The key strength of Lelio’s film is its characters: honest, 

real and engaging. He eschews any clichés and rests the film 

entirely on Garcia’s shoulders. Fortunately she gives a remarkable 

and winning performance, her character is engaging, romantic and 

charming. The film also subtly reflects on Chile’s own troubled 

past, leaving us with a film that places its romantic drama not 

within a make-believe movie world but one that is very much true 

to life.  

“The film is exclusively and radically told from a single point of view: Gloria’s. There isn’t a single frame in 

which her body isn’t present. There isn’t a single scene that isn’t about how she’s feeling things and the world. 

Gloria plays a supporting role of sorts in the lives of those around her. 

The film’s game is to turn this supporting character into an absolute leading role. The paradox is that –in most 

scenes- she operates as a supporting character since important things are usually happening amongst other 

people. Yet the film forces us to observe these events through Gloria’s eyes: those of a woman searching for 

her place in a hardened world that doesn’t seem to have too much space for her, but with the attitude of 

someone defending her individual freedom with heart and pride. 

This insistence of following her all the time allows for the spectator to infiltrate beneath Gloria’s skin, to never 

stop watching her, and to connect directly with her emotions. The film’s screenplay arises from certain stories 

that have happened to people that we know or from anecdotes that we’ve been told; they’re real events that, 

in one way or another, Santiago has made possible. Santiago is practically another character in the film. Gloria 

is an individual story that takes place over the backdrop of a city thrown into upheaval. The leading character’s 

quest to be loved and valued is set over the clamours of a Chilean society that wants its rights to be 

recognized. Chile is a modern and thriving country, 

but its social contract is very unjust. Gloria’s 

personal vindications subtly communicate the 

community’s latent discontent. In the film, the 

collective’s transforming power is reinforced by 

Gloria’s own desire for change. I think that the 

energy in Gloria’s character is what makes this film 

vibrant and human. In a certain sense, Gloria is 

like Rocky: the world strikes at her and beats her 

down, but she manages to get up once more and 

carry on forward, holding her head up high. This, 

to me, was always a great reason for which to film this woman’s story, to film what we can see of her on the 

surface and to try film her mystery as well.”  

Sebastián Lelio, courtesy of Network Releasing 



“Gloria is a light-hearted examination of a country in a state of flux, told beautifully through the whimsically 

tragic endeavours of its hopelessly romantic protagonist, that's both charming and culturally enlightening.” 

Patrick Gamble, Cine Vue  

 “Funny, melancholy and ultimately uplifting, Sebastian Lelio's enormously satisfying spell inside the head and 

heart of a middle-aged woman never puts a foot wrong.” David Rooney, The Hollywood Reporter 

“The standout movie [of Berlin Film Festival] was Gloria, a sharply observed story of a 58-year-old woman 

coming to terms with grown children and a single life in middle-class Chile.” Kate Muir, The Times  
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